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blue innovation dock at boot Düsseldorf 2023 presents top-class 

sponsors 

 

Major French shipyard Group Beneteau is Performance Partner, 

Italian luxury yacht manufacturer San Lorenzo becomes Project 

Partner 

 

Pool Partner: Azimut, Bavaria, Brunswick, DMarin, ePropulsion, 

Fabiani Yachts, Greenline, Princess, Sunreef und Torqeedo 

 

The world's largest water sports trade fair - boot Düsseldorf - will once 

again be the most important hub for exchange of the industry from 21 to 

29 January 2023. The trends and, above all, innovations for the 2023 

season will be presented in 16 exhibition halls. Water sports enthusiasts 

will find everything their hearts desire: sailing yachts and boats, luxury 

yachts and motorboats, equipment for diving, surfing and paddle sports as 

well as dream destinations presented at the "Destination Seaside” 

 

In addition to the exhibitors' innovations, goals and developments from the 

international water sports community and European politics will be 

discussed with top-class speakers. Each of the nine days at the brand-

new blue innovation dock (bid) in Hall 10 will have a different important 

theme for the industry. boot Director Petros Michelidakis: "This makes the 

bid a must-attend event for all trade visitors to boot Düsseldorf. The 

content partner is European Boating Industry - EBI. Participation is free of 

charge for visitors to boot Düsseldorf and, with its high information 

content, it offers great added value for the professionals." 

 

Global market leaders on board: international sponsors support the 

blue innovation dock  

 

One of the most sustainable developments in the industry comes from the 

French Benetau Group. As a Performance Partner of the Sustainability 

Forum, the company will present its latest development: The sailing yacht 

First 44 and the Delphia Line. In luxury yacht building, San Lorenzo as 

Project Partner is at the forefront with its sustainability strategy. Specially 
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established "Sustainability Divisions" develop current guidelines on how 

sustainability can also be applied to luxury yachts.   

 

In addition, other yacht, boat and engine manufacturers as well as charter 

companies are pool partners of the bid.  

"We have a total of twelve active supporters of the bid on board. I am very 

pleased that the cooperation with European Boating Industry as content 

partner has been so fruitful in such a short time and that we have been 

able to win over the expertise of European politics and internationally 

active companies," explains Petros Michelidakis. 

As pool partners, the following companies (in alphabetical order) will 

support boot 2023 in the bid: Azimut, Bavaria, Brunswick, DMarin, 

ePropulsion, Fabiani Yachts, Greenline, Princess, Sunreef and Torqeedo.  

 

Day one, as a kick-off to the Forum, includes a Leaders Dialogue with 

high-ranking politicians under the headline "Business meets Politics". The 

path to zero emissions and the strengthening of #MadeInEurope is the 

focus of the discussion, as well as a CEO panel on nautical tourism. 

 

For day two of the bid, the organisers have set panellists a challenging 

task. It revolves around sustainable propulsion in boating and the 

presentation of the study commissioned by boot and executed by EBI, 

"How is the path to the green transition evaluated by consumers and 

industry".  

 

On Monday, the bid is all about promoting start-ups. Here, the focus is on 

funding innovations and start-up disruption. They are also invited to pitch 

their products on stage at the bid in front of key investors and market 

players. Afterwards, the EU's BlueInvest initiative will be presented and 

European Commissioner for Budget Johannes Hahn will be giving a 

keynote. 

 

A current hot topic are the “fuels of the future”, which will be the  focus on 

the stage on Tuesday. First, the development and integration of alternative 

fuels, from biodiesel to e-Fuels will be discussed.  But, what infrastructure 

is needed in European marinas for these fuels and charging infrastructure 

to be rapidly put in place? Representatives of the European Commission, 
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European Parliament, and providers of this infrastructure will talk about 

this. 

 

And what happens to old boats at their end-of-life? And what about their 

environmentally friendly disposal? These are questions that speakers will 

address on Wednesday. The hotly anticipated EU roadmap for end-of-life 

of recreational boats will also be launched by the European Commission 

and European Boating Industry. In order to tackle this issue in the future, 

easily recyclable materials should be implemented in boat-building and, 

above all, sustainable composite materials should be used.  

 

Sustainability in nautical tourism is the focus of the exchange on the bid 

stage on Thursday, both for the transition pathway of charter and marina 

sector, as well as the perspective of the wider water sports branches. All 

of these have an expectation of their own green transition and that of the 

boating industry.  

  

On Friday, the bid will focus on digital innovations that can support the 

implementation of sustainability. The programme will be supplemented by 

a panel discussing how innovative boat design can lead to more 

sustainability in boatbuilding, through life cycle assessment, hydrofoils and 

other exciting new approaches. 

 

However, the bid is not only a forum for industry and politics. On the 

second Saturday of boot, the NGOs – the non-governmental organisations 

– will be in focus. They will shed light on their experiences with the 

industry and discuss whether enough is being done for active marine, 

climate, and nature protection. 

 

And on the last day of boot 2023, sailors and boaters will join the 

discussions on the bid. Representatives of the industry and international 

associations will discuss what needs to be done on the subject of 

sustainability and it will be key to see whether consumers and 

manufacturers have the same approach. 

 

Information on the programme of the bid can be found here 

https://www.boot.com/bid_EN. Detailed information on all sponsors is 

available in the exhibitor database at www.boot.com.   

https://www.boot.com/bid_EN
http://www.boot.com/


 

 

 

The visit of the bid is free of charge for visitors of boot 2023. Those who 

cannot experience all sessions live on site are invited to follow the stream  

online at www.boot.com. 

 

December 2022 

Admission tickets at www.boot.com 

Tickets for boot Düsseldorf 2023 are available at www.boot.com with 
immediate effect. The regular online admission price is € 19.00. For ADAC 
motor and boot.club members discounted tickets are offered at € 17.00. 
Afternoon admission tickets from Monday to Thursday from 2.00 pm to 
6.00 pm are available for as little as € 10.00. At the ticket offices on site 
admission is € 27.00. Bargain overnight stays for all boot and caravanning 
enthusiasts are offered in January by the Caravan-Center of Messe 
Düsseldorf (€ 35.00 per night, arrival from 4.00 pm, departure until 6.00 
pm of the following day). Find a wide range of hotel rooms with the travel 
agency bcd travel (Tel.: +49 30 40365 2117, e-mail: 
347.01@bcdtravel.de) For all current information on boot and its 
accompanying programme please visit www.boot.com  
 
 

Home port for international watersports 
 
boot Düsseldorf will again drop anchor on the Rhine from 21 to 29 
January 2023  
 
boot Düsseldorf has been the home port and driving engine for 
international water sports for 54 years now. From 21 to 29 January 2023 it 
will present all facets of boating with all top-notch brands on board. Both 
yachtsmen and powerboaters will find a comprehensive line-up here 
ranging from small entry-price boats and dinghies to luxury yachts. Also in 
focus at boot will be diving, surfing, SUP and angling. Due to the 
exhibitors’ innovative and technically sophisticated products boot is the 
international innovations platform of its industry kicking off the new water 
sports season every year in January. The extensive tourism ranges for 
holidays and sports on, by and in the water presented at the “Destination 
Seaside” attracts all those wishing to spend their leisure time by the 
seaside, riverside and lakes. Attractive stage programmes with interesting 
interview partners from the sector, the latest trending sports offered and a 
high-calibre blend of workshops and meetings both for leisure 
sportspeople and experts make this trade fair unique the world over. This 
will also make boot Düsseldorf the No.1 destination for both family 
watersports fans and international experts again in 2023. 
 
boot Düsseldorf Press Team 
 
Tania Vellen, vellent@messe-duesseldorf.de, +49 211/4560-518 
Tanja Karl, karlt@messe-duesseldorf.de, +49 211/4560-999 
 
Radio/TV 
 
Michael Vellen, vellenm@messe-duesseldorf.de, +49 211/4560-990 
Daniela Nickel, nickeld@messe-duesseldorf.de, +49 211/4560-545 
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